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Cascada Chile Project
charged with destroying
archeological site
By Jessica A::Errs
The Arbiter -------
A legal complaint against the
Cascada Chile Project by the
Defense Council of the Chilean
State resulted in a $214,000
sanction against Boise Cascade
Corporation for the destruction
of a 5,000 year-old archeological
site.
Through the project's owner
Robert Crawford, Boise
Corporation was found guilty of
the destruction of archeological-
ly significant shell piles. Judge
Carlos Silva Opazo of the
Second Court of First Instance of
Puerto Monll, ordered Boise
Cascade Corporation to cornpen-
By Eli:zal:eth Puckett
The Arbiter -------
two Boise State students
involved in a service-learning
project with the Snake River
Alliance, "Idaho's Nuclear
Watchdog," spent spring break
lobbying for nuclear waste
issues in the nation's capitol.
The Snake River Alliance
sent 13 people to D.C. for their
14th annual "D.C. Days," an
event organized by the Alliance
for Nuclear Accountability.
The ANA is an umbrella
organization for 27 groups
nationwide that deal with
nuclear issues, including
weapons, energy and waste
cleanup. The· Snake River
Alliance deals mainly the
cleanup of waste stored at sites
such as the Idaho National
Engineering and Environmental
Laboratory.
The purpose Of "D:~. Days,"
is to train groups of citizen lob-
byists and give them the oppor-
tunity to voice their concerns
and ideas to members of U.S.
Congress as well as administra-
tive members of the Department
of Defense and the Department
of Energy.
sate the state for the restoration
and reparation of the area locat-
ed in Bay Ilque, 35 miles from
the city of Puerto Montt.
Boise' Corporation appealed
the court's decision March 26 on '
the grounds that the disturbance
was unintentional and too minor
to be legally tried under Chilean
law.
Boise Corporation bought the
site for the establishment of a
plant to manufacture pine pan-
els. Boise Cascade Building
Solutions Communication
Manager Doug Bartels said the
plant was never built because
after the purchase of the land, the
company's competitors expand-
ed their supply of the product.
According to Bartels, the
Cascada Chile Project came to a
stop primarily because the com-
pany was concerned about over-
supply of pine panels. Bartels
said another factor in stopping
However, some participants
of the ANA lobbying confer-
ence felt as if their message was
Jailing on deaf ears in the face of
war with Iraq. .
The event began with an
intensive training ses-
sion in lobbying
nuclear waste issues.
Participants spent
most of their time in
groups of four to six
delegates at 72 sepa-
rate meetings with
congressmen, con-
gressional aides and
members of the DOD
and DOE:
Anneliese Scholz,
a BSU freshman con-
sidering an environ-
mental studies degree,
said the timing of the
event was good, even
ifthe results were dis-
couraging. She said
the meetings are
scheduled so the
;ANA has a chance to
discuss nuclear issues
with key figures before the bud-
get for the next year goes into
discussion. '
"This, was ..the 'perfect time
, for us to be there, whispering in
the operation was the litigation
over the destruction of shell
fragments containing archeolog-
ical value.
"There was a couple of envi-
ronmental organizations that
were very strident in their efforts
to stop the operation - they did
not achieve their aims because
the joint governments that want-
ed the project to go forward and
provided the permits - but their
activities did not encourage us to
locate there, but they were only a
secondary reason as to why we
didn't proceed," Bartels said.
"There's no basis for legal
action. By the Chilean law, the
nature of this damage would
have to be intentional and it cer-
tainly was not."
A federal environmental
agency required Boise
Corporation to conduct a geot-
echnical survey during the per-
mit process. According to
their ears, 'this needs to
stopped,' especially with the
nuclear weapons proliferation
issues developing right now,"
she said.
Scholz said the meetings
were disheartening for the most
part. , . '
"It depended-on who we
were meeting ,with; The
Republic~s were mostly nega-
and government authorities have
constantly supported the project,
using their political influence
and positions to approve the
project without revising the
technical reports by public
services, academics and univer-
sity scientists who have shown
concrete reasons to reject it,"
Fierro said.
Geoaustral maintains that
Cascada Chile still owns several
properties in the Bay of I1que
and maintains control over other
properties leased directly from
the Chilean government. This
contradicts. statements made by
Bartels who said that his compa-
ny does not have any other prop-
erty in Chile and no interest in
continuing the project.
"When this litigation is final-
ly been resolved, we'll decide
what to do with it, but likely
we'll put it forth for sale,"
Bartels said.
Tori Amos to tickle keys In
the Morrison Cent,er Sunday........
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Bartels, Boise Corporation had
to build a temporary road in
order to do the survey. ,
Bartels said the project was
halted when a tractor operator
discovered an unusual. number
of broken shell fragments and
then notified authorities.
"The disturbance was just a
tractor, just the width of its
blade, it was less than a hundred
yards, I'd say about 80-90 yards
and less than a meter deep.
That's what it amounted to, the
operator didn't know there was
anything there with archeologi-
cal value," Bartels said.
In September of 1998,
Geoaustral, an environmental
organization in Chile, filed a
lawsuit against the project's
owner for $800,000 in archeo-
logical and environmental dam-
age to the site. The Second Court
of First Instance of Puerto Montt
accepted the complaint, titled
tive. Their meetings with us
were a courtesy, and they didn't
even bother to take notes,"
Sholz said.
"Most ofthe Democrats were
completely in support of our
message but said that since they
are not currently in power they
really couldn't do anything.
Most said, in one way or anoth-
er, that the way the country feels
Reparation and Compensation,
represented by the Chilean
Defense Council. Judge Silva
Opazo sanctioned Boise
Corporation for $200,000 in
reparations to the site.
The sanction is the largest
economic fine imposed on a
company for destroying archeo-
logical heritage and the environ-
ment in Chile. The decision fol-
lows the repeal of Boise
Corporation's rights to the
beach, sea floor and part of the
water for the port of embarka-
tion, issued by Chile's Board of
Maritime Territory on July 31,
200 I, for failure to comply with
the contract. '
. Geoaustral Tourism and
Environmental Consultant
Mauricio Fierro said there have
been a series of irregularities in
the Icgal processes for the pro-
ject's approval.
"Not only that, but politicians
right now our issues couldn't
really be advanced even if they
could be addressed."
Maria Andrade, a Boise
attorney specializing in immi-
gration issues and fair housing
practice, echoed Scholz's
.sentiments. Andrade said
she met with Sen. Larry
Craig in person, but her
most important meeting
was with Donovan
Robinson, budget direc-
tor for the DOE.
Robinson is responsible
for the cleanup budget
for installations. such as
the INEEL. Andrade said
she believed he would be
more responsive to the
message she carried.
"It's so hard to track
exactly where all the
money budgeted for
nuclear waste cleanup
goes," she said.
"There have been
instances where the
money listed for cleanup
went to parking lot
improvements and new drinking
fountains."
Andrade asked that new line
items be entered into the budget
to track raw waste. cleanup.
Photo courtesy of KRT
Boise Cascade appeals recent sanction
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, Andrade said her impression
from the meeting was that the
administration isn't overly con-
cerned about these issues.
"It seemed very consistent
throughout the meetings I
attended that no one wanted to
rock the boat, even if they-
agreed with our agenda."
Andrade said they asked Craig
to call Robinson and offer aid
and support in creating the line
item proposal, but Craig would
not commit to calling Robinson
or other DOE officials.
Andrade said she felt as if
she wasn't engaging in mean-
ingful conversation with the
congressmen and
administrators.
"Because of the lack of com-
mitment and blatant resistance,
to ideas, I walked away feeling
that, if such a simple issue
couldn't get consensus, how
could anything ever get done in
the administration," she said. .
•"The fun-stuff was the train-
ing and learning more abous,
environmental issues, but you'd
have to have a lot of fortitude to
go back."
;. - --"
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Fraternity shut down over
goose beating
CHARLOTTE, N.C.-
The Supreme Executive
Committee of Kappa Sigma fra-
ternity shut down its Davidson
College chapter Saturday over a
February hazing incident in
which six freshmen were
required to kill a goose. to
become members.
At its quarterly meeting in
Dallas, the fraternity's five-
member international governing
board voted unanimously to
revoke the chapter's charter "for
conduct unbecoming a chapter
of our fraternity," said Mitchell
Wilson, executive director of
the fraternity.
"It's very sad," Wilson said.
"It impacts not just these young
people, but alumni from
decades and decades of Kappa
Sigma."
The action, effective imme-
diately, means the 64-member
chapter, which was suspended
after the killing, is no longer in
operation.
A new chapter, made up of
students not affiliated with the
current one, could form at
Davidson later. But Mitchell
said that would not happen for
at least two years.
The action could mark the
end to a story that began in
February, when police arrested
seven Davidson College stu-'
dents for luring a goose with
breadcrumbs, beating it with a
golf club and throwing it into
the tnmk of a car.
The students were charged
with animal cruelty punishablc
by up to 12 months in prison -
and conspiracy to commit ani-
mal cruclty.
Court could go either way on
affirmative action
WASHINGTON D.C.-
When the arguments end, thc
waiting begins.
The U.S. Supreme Court
won't likely issue decisions in
the University of Michigan
affirmative action cascs for
months after arguments con-
clude at noon Tuesday.
This is not only one of the
most important cases the court
will decide this term, but it also
presents some of the most frac-
tious issues. The court has never
dealt easily with race, and this
particular group of justices -
who have sat together for nine
years - has never before con-
fronted it in a case with such
wide-ranging implications.
What will they decide?
That's the million-dollar ques-
tion.
"I don't think anyone thinks
they can call this one," said
Sheldon Steinbach, vice presi-
dent and general counsel of the
American Council on
Education. "There are so many
issues involved here."
Most legal experts agree,
however, that the court is so
split that it is unlikely to
embrace an extreme ruling on
either side. Most say it would be
difficult to get the five votes
necessary to summarily strike
down all use of race in college
admissions. It's just as improba-
ble that five justices would
expand the legal basis for affir-
mative action.
The decision, then, will like-
Iy unfold in the middle, around
the nuances of race-based
admissions and their value in
creating diverse colleges and
universities.
The possibilities are many.
The court could say the
University of Michigan's poli-
cies - and particularly the
undergraduate policy that grants
20 of ISO possible points exclu-
sively to minorities - were too
broadly constructed. The court,
however, could generally
uphold the idea of narrowly tai-
lored consideration of race.
Some experts hope that if that
happens, the court will give
explicit guidance to universities
on the use of race; the Supreme
Court's 1978 Bakke ruling has
been criticized for not doing
that.
Legacy of slavery will be left
out of Michigan case
WASHINGTON D.C.-
Racial equality. Opportunity.
News
A "compelling" government
.interest in creating diverse edu-
cational environments.
These 'are the themes that
will take center. stage Tuesday
when the two cases challenging
the Unlversity of Michigan's
affirmative action program are
argued before the U.S. Supreme
Court. White students who were.
denied entrance to the universi-
ty say their rejection was the
result of admissions policies
that illegally favor African-
Americans.
In contrast, the university
will argue that it considers race
to create diverse colleges that
benefit students of all back-
grounds, and the limited use of
race to achieve that diversity is
legal.
But some court watchers and
legal experts say the battle over
Michigan's policies will leave
another important subject large-
ly undiscussed.
Constrained by earlier court
rulings, the university won't
argue that affirmative action is
necessary to remedy this
nation's history of raeism and
discrimination. And for some,
the inability to deal squarely
with race and the vestiges of
slavery is a large disappoint-
ment.
Some say the court's reluc-:
tance to deal with affirmative
action in its historical context
closely mirrors a national aver-
sion for frank talk about race
and racism. They say it reflects
the predilection to converse
instead about things that evoke
fewer awkward feelings, and
less guilt or potential conflict.
And so, the debate that will
unfold in the court Tuesday will
focus on the pursuit of diversity
- a less controversial idea -
rather than on how to correct
inequalities produced by racism
"Racism has become, in our
collective conscious, a question
of individual bigotry or preju-
dice," said Harvard law profes-
sor Lani Guinier, who is a co-
founder of the Racetalks
Initiatives, a joint project
between Harvard and Columbia
universities that seeks to create
opportunities for peop1e to more
openly discuss race, gender and
other controversial issues.
"No one wants to discuss a
concept that' might implicate
them," Guinier said. "It's more
comfortable to talk about things
that are less threatening."
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Guinier said the court's rul-
ings have contributed to the
"paralysis" that grips conversa-.
tions about race.
Midwest
Professor's curiosity is root of
race lawsuits
ANN ARBOR, Mich.-
Something the philosophy
professor was reading in the
summer of 1995 caught his
attention.
Black applicants to the
nation's elite universities had a
significantly higher rate of
acceptance than white appli-
cants, according to an article in
the Journal of Blacks in Higher
Education, an academic periodi-
cal.
Carl Cohen, then 64, was
curious whether the phenome-
non the article described was
happening at the University of
Michigan, where he taught.
Colleagues told him he would
be stepping into a mess.
He ignored their warning.
On Dec. 18, 1995, Cohen, a
card-carrying member of the
American Civil Liberties Union,
filed a Freedom of Information
request seeking details of the
University of Michigan'S
admissions policies.
After first telling him the
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BSUconsiders multi-cultural core classes
porting the proposed curricu-
lum changes can access infor-
mation in the Student Union
Building at either ASBSU's
main desk or at the petition
booth across from the student
information desk.
I'm hoping we can still get it
done this semester," McCarl
said.
If approved, the new core
requirements would not take
effect for at least a year.
Students 'interested in sup-
ing students that hope' to
obtain employment in large
corporations that have poli-
cies emphasizing cultural
awareness.
"It would enhance every-
one's academic career if it
was required for everyone to
take a class that emphasized a
non-dominant perspective,"
Reyes said.
Nearly 85 percent of uni-
versities in the United States
require diversity curriculum,
according to some estimates.
According to Robert
McCarl, BSU professor of
anthropology, those involved
in the process hope to finish
the proposal before the com-
mittee meets in early April,
the proposal would then go to
the faculty senate for a vote.
"The more exposure you
have to diversity issues, the
better off you're going to be.
tor of diversity affairs and a
sponsor of a student petition
in support of the proposal,
said the perception in the past
has been that exposure to
multi-cultural studies was
better suited for students
going into social service
careers.
"With the rise of global-
ism, where we as a world are
so interconnected, it's very
important to know and under-
stand each other, regardless if
you are an engineer ·or social
worker," Reyes said ..
Some members of the Core
Curriculum Committee, eit-
ing the argument that stu-
dents may not want to enroll
in such classes, have
expressed opposition to the
proposed requirement.
Reyes said exposure to
multi-cultural perspectives
would be an asset to graduat-
ate students to complete one
three-credit course that quali-
fies as a diversity class, but
would not lengthen the
requirements to obtain a
degree.
To qualify as a diversity
course, a class would have to,
among other considerations,
place cultural practices in a
comparative framework that
does not privilege a single
cultural perspective.
Boise State's student gov-
ernment recently passed a
resolution, sponsored by
ASBSU Senator Ali Ishaq
that supports the curriculum
change.
Both BSU's School of
Social Work and College of
Education have already
adopted similar diversity
requirements to their curricu-
lum.
Sara Reyes, ASBSU direc-
eommmee to decide on
adding dIVersItY cluster
to requirements
By Jason Kauffman
The Arbiter ---'------
Proposed changes to Boise
State University'S undergrad-
uate core requirements have
been introduced to BSU's
Core Curriculum Committee,
in a move that would follow a
national trend' among institu-
tions of higher learning.
The committee, which
supervises core curriculum
offerings, is considering a
proposal written by English
professor Marcy Newman to
add a diversity cluster to the
core requirements.
The addition, if approved,
would require all undergradu-
Vietnam to Iraq:
Student protests have changed
Dunn Meadow after the invasion of Cambodia
"It is a very divided campus," he said "We think it
is best that students voice their opinions through their
own means."
And with thousands of protesters willing to march,
Parker said the activism in Bloomington during
Vietnam was not limited to one group of people.
"There was a wide cross-section of students and
people in Bloomington, not just radical students or
hippies," Parker said.
But Gass notes that even within groups that would
normally protest the war, the lines are blurred when it
comes to deciding on the war in Iraq. .
"1 think it is a lot less black ana white today," he
said. "We were attacked, and that changes everything."
Parker said he
agrees the threat of
terrorism definitely
sets this war apart
from Vietnam.
"We did not have
te worry about
Vietnamese terror-
ists," he said.
Another major
difference between
the anti-war protests
today and those that
happened more than
30 years ago is the
time frame in which
the protests took
place. The demon-
strations Parker par-
ticipated in occurred
at the height of the
movement, which
reached its peak after
the United States had
been involved with
the conflict for more
than five years.
"Here you have
enormous opposition
to the war before it
began," Parker said.
International
protest against the
war also sets this
peace movement
apart from the
Vietnam protests.
Today, millions of
people across the
globe have flooded
the streets of major
cities to express their
opposition to the
Bush administra-
A former Florida State student from Orlando, weeps as she tion's decision to use
protests war with Iraq. force in Iraq.
Gass said the current administration reminds him of
the administration during Vietnam.
"We have another president who doesn't care ifhe
fights a war with or WIthoutthe people," he said
But even though IU students are not protesting like
they used to, there are still some, like the students who
make up the Coalition to Oppose the War in Iraq, that
are working to keep the fire of optlOsitionalive.
"I think in general, if you live m a democracy, part
of that is taking an active role in the decisions that are
being made in your name," COWl member Lauren
Taylor said "It ISreally important that people on this
campus ..,be vocal about how they feel aboutthe war."
From page 1
"The issues back in the '60s and '70s had the poten- .
tial to affect everybody," former student body presi-
dent Paul Helmke said. "More and more people were
being drafted."
Helmke points to the draft as one of the reasons that
students might have been more vocal during the
Vietnam conflict. '
Current IU Student Association Vice President
Judd Arnold said the draft is probably the primary rea-
son why students today are not protesting in the same
numbers they once were.
"I know a lot of people in my Dad's generation that
were in college to avoid the war," Arnold said.
Helmke also said '
that many of the
issues surrounding the
war in Iraq are seen as
affecting only a small
group of people, and
thus do not draw the
same kind of reaction.
During the
Vietnam conflict, stu-
dent leaders' were
highly involved in the
opposition move-
ment. The¥, submitted
"demands' to the
University, asking,
among other things,
that it denounce
American involve-
ment in Southeast
Asia They also asked
the University to com-
mit to minority
recruitment in order to
make the racial make-
up of the student body
more representative of
the racial makeup of
Indiana.
The University did
not submit to the
demands, although it
did make a commit-
ment to minority
recruitment, To this
day, it is working to
attract minority stu-
dents, but the percent-
ages still do not reflect
Indiana population.
Whereas current
lUSA leaders recently
declined to take a
position on the war,
Helmke believes that
student govemment
should not be afraid to
take a position during times of conflict, he said.
"I think it is appropriate to take positions on things
like that," Helmke said. "Sometimes the only way to
help influence people is to join with others in speaking
out .., it doesn't need to be a unanimous position."
He said when he was student body.president, stu-
dents often held more than one position when they got
together for large rallies or meetings. ,
Arnold said if the student position on the war was
as apparent now as it was during Vietnam, IUSA
would have no problem coming. up with a resolution ,
about the war. There ISa large difference between the
500 signatures collected by the Coalition to Oppose the
War in Iraq and the 10,000 students that protested in
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Mike Clifford for ASBSU President
Chris Wirshing for ASBSU Vice President
Accountability for student leaders is our number one concern
As the only candidates not in the Senate we
feel we can hold the student leaders accountable
with out any biases that the other candidates
posses toward their comrades.
The job of a student govemment is to repre-
sent the students. The way ASBSU is currently
run is not effective. What is needed in ASBSU
is a little common sense and that is what we
bring to the table. .
With zero support from the Senate, the pres-
ident's office at ASBSU has done its best to rep-
resent students at the state house and in the
eommunity as a whole. The senate has wasted
time with resolutions that accomplish very little.
The senate should spend at least one of its
meetings every month at the statehouse show-
ing support for our fiscal needs. We feel that it
looks better to have a group of representatives at
the state house and in the community as
apposed to a few dedicated individuals.
Programs like "Book Swap" and keeping the
library open for 24 hours during finals are pro-
grams that should continue and have added sup-
port. We also intend to continue efforts that the
current president has helped with, such as lob-
bying at the state house and bringing the USA
Today onto campus. .
One area we would like to change about
ASBSU is the structure for giving student orga-
nizations funding. As presidents of student
organizations here on campus, we understand
the challenges of getting funding from ASBSU.
Since sports clubs and ethnic organizations
provide a great service to the campus through
cultural awareness activities and different sport-
ing events that they should have easier access to
funds to easier facilitate these events. Other stu-
dent organizations should have easier access to
additional funds for trips and extra on-campus
events that they had not budgeted.
, Chris Wirshing is a member of the Air
National guard and realizes the difficulty in get-
ting funding from the government. If elected,
we would like to see what we would be able to
do to simplify this process.
The current open door policy of the ASBSU
president's office is a great concept and we
would like to see it continued with a few revi-
sions. Instead of waiting for the students to
come to us with problems, we find it necessary
to go to them and see what it is they want from
us.
Once in office we would implement a plan to
go to student organizations and hold open
forums for students at large to voice their con-
cerns and needs student government might
approaeh.
Jim Sherman for ASBSU President
Jenifer Scott for ASBSU Vice President
Vote for Effective Student Leadership April 9 and 10
Rather than fill this page with unimpressive
campaign ramblings we'll keep this simple and
let our platform speak for itself.
Through voter registration drives, intense
lobbying efforts (both on and off campus), and
informational nonpartisan meetings, we will
apply pressure to legislators.
Boise State is a vastly underestimated foree
to be reckoned with 17,000 plus students strong.
Imagine the influence 17,000 well-informed
students could have on the formation of the
state budget,
We recognize and greatly appreciate the sig-
nificant contributions made to the student body
and the community by the Cultural, Women's,
and other service centers.
It is our intention, if elected, to help fund
their operations in our next year's budget as a
way to ensure continued benefit of their events
and services by students.
Also, the numbers of students enrolled full-
time at Boise State's satellite campuses is con-
tinuing to grow. If elected, we will implement a
plan so that as their numbers reach 3,000 plus
enrollees; they will be represented in student
government. This plan will include the reserva-
tion of a scat in ASBSU Senate so that those
campuses will have the opportunity to partici-
pate in issues that affect them.
ASBSU
To sum it up: Why vote Sherman and Scott?
Because effective student leadership is our aim.
Effective student leaders are determined, highly
motivated and most importantly, connected to
the students. Often, the only time students actu-
ally see their ASBSU representatives is around
elections. .
It is time to close the Where's Waldo book
of student leadership and focus on accessibility.
If student leaders were accessible, they would-
n't need a sweatshirt to be picked out of the
crowd.
ASBSU has always had an open-door policy
allowing students to come to them with their
concerns. That's great, but effective student
leaders would go to the students also and not
simply expect students to find them. Jenifer and
I have one purpose: To lead Boise State through
this difficult time of budget cutbacks with a
positive proactive attitude while making our-
selves available to students.
A vote for Sherman and Scott is a vote for
continued and additional support for the
Women's, Cultural and other service centers,
continued efforts to make higher education,
equal-per-student funding and other student
interests priorities in the Statehouse, initiation of
increased leadership interaction with students
and representation for satellite campuses.
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Ramiro Castro for ASBSU Senator
Hello, I would like to represent you. I am
the Boy Scout-type.
I have experience working with little
resources and able bodies.
I adjusted and made due.
I would like to also say that I do believe in
my heart what I plan for my fellow brothers
and sisters in green. My proposed steps come
from a sincere desire to thank and constantly
acknowledge their sacrifices.
I have been in this institution since Fall
2002. In that time, I have taken note of a few
thing~ and now see an opportunity to better the
expenence for you. I ate at the Table Rock. I
enjoyed the entertainment of the .television;
maybe it should make more appearances. I eat
downstairs in the SUB, why is there a wobbly
table?
I have served with Bronco. Vision and I
have learned two things. One, when you beam
that-camera on someone, you make their day
exposing thern on the big screen. Also, that
watching a game from the sidelines is the only
way to go. .
My point being that maybe one lucky fan
can get a sideline pass. A free raffle would be
the way I would set it up. My platform came
from my .~oughts and those of the people,
whose opmion1respect.
I stand for:
I. Applied technology students should
have the time to complete labs through extra
lab time hours. A tutor already paid for can
shift from the tutor room to the needed lab. So
no increase in fees would be necessary for this
additional service. Applied Technology
Students would benefit from a coffee
machine, also no added cost.
2. I personally support all our troops. So, I
would support and seek events hononng their
dedication to duty.
3. Reduction 10 funding should not mean a
reduction in the quality of schooling provided
by Boise State. Along with that, increased fees
should reflect in the quality of education and
services.
4. I endorse reduction in costs for services
t~ military personnel for example, military
discounts.
5. Parking in front of some Boise State
buildings are subject to the I-hour residential
parking. There are limited legal spaces avail-
able for students without a parking permit to
use. If the space is in front of a school build-
ing, it should be unlimited time.
6. Increased services and quality of exist-
ing services supporting non-traditional stu-
dents, Tor example, single parents, students
with families, women, older students, interna-
tional students and minorities.
These added services should be kept rea-
sonable and every attempt to better the ser-
vices should be looked at thoroughly to keep
fees down. See point No.3. There arc smart
men and women in this coIlege, and I am pos-
itive that somebody can think of a better and
cheaper way of conducting business.
For example, having more students doing
work that is related to their field and getting
credit. This helps the school have an extra
body providing a service and the students gain
expenence. Thank you for taking the time to
read my platform.
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Freedom is not a free concept
was not only horrible for the
people, but also for their econo-
my and the environment.
President Bush doesn't want
war anymore than the peace
protesters. Who in their right
mind wants to potentially kill
thousands of innocents? What
While I can appreciate that he understands (as well as those
most students on this campus do who support military action)
not share my views, morals, val- that the peaceniks fail to grasp is
ues and opinions, I must say that that this has been going on for
I am sick of hearing 'the same 12 years.
arguments and slogans over and Promise after promise, and
. resolution after resolution, any
over again.I have been fed, via The chance for a peaceful ending has
b' been broken, laughed at and
Ar Iter, campus flyers and vari- ignored, We have dealt with
ous organizations, a diet of "No
blood for Oil," "it's Bush's him and the issue of weapons of
mass destruction for 12 years.
war," "give peace a chance" and The V.N, has drawn a new line
"let diplomacy work."
First of all, this is not an in the sand numerous times only
issue of ruling the world and to have it crossed and redrawn,
I
di I'd crossed and redrawn. You get
roar mg t ie MI die East oil the picture. Peace and diploma-
supply. If we wanted their oil cy have been given a chanee -
without paying for it" we could, 12 years of chances - and I tell
have taken it in 1991 during the' you what folks, enough is
Gulf War when we liberated enough!
Kuwait from Saddam Hussein's Someone had to do some-
violent takeover. What we did thing and while Bill Clinton
instead was put out the burning lk db' . h I
oil wells, to whieh Mr. Hussein ta e a out It (Wit t ie support
of liberals who arc now con-
set fire before we chased his demning Bush), he did little.
Republican Guard out of' While all of the peaceniks
Kuwait. arc lighting candles, holding
We then helped clean up the hands and singing peace songs,
mess that was Kuwait and innocents are being tortured,
helped to get the people back on d.jni d d d d
their feet. What Mr. Hussein did rape, mistreate an mur ereevery day. How can we, as a
nation, with strength enough to
remove Saddam Hussein from
power and the means to help the
Iraqi people, stand by and talk
about what we are going to do
on paper? President Bush has
promised the Iraqi people both
food and medicine, while we
knock Mr. Hussein out of
power. That is a great deal more.
than the peaceniks are doing.
No one wants to believe that
,all of this is really going on, and
has been for years, but it is. I am
a veteran of the Gulf War. I
worked in military intelligence
and had the privilege of working
with Kuwaiti students, who took
leave from school to act as
translators for our mission.
They had family members, or
knew people that had family
members that were taken from
their jobs and homes, tortured
and dropped on their door steps,
only to be murdered in front of
their wives and children.
I experienced the black
smoke-filled air from the burn-
ing wells. At noon, the sky was
nearly dark as night, and the
smell was horrible. He had
chemical and biological
weapons then, just as he docs
now. A scud dropped just 2
miles from my unit in Saudi
Arabia. That scud contained
those elements and as it was dis-
mantled, particles were released
into the air and my unit was
Guest---
Opinion
By Stacey Rawlings
Student --------
exposed to it.
My husband's friend was one
of the people involved in dis-
posing of the weapons carrying
biological and chemical sub-
stances of death - VX to be
exact.
I was involved in 1991. My
husband will probably be
involved in this one. Neither
one of us wants a war, or any
violence, but Sept. II,while not
necessarily connected, showed
us all just how vulnerable we
are to attack on our soil. Let us
take care of this problem before
it visits us again on a larger
scale and by more cruel means.
Oh, and as far as who gets
the vote for most patriotic, I
would have to say that it is those
of. us who serve (and have
served) our communities and
our country, domestically and
abroad.
We willingly and voluntarily
serve, knowing it might mean
sacrificing our own lives for the
protection and maintenance of
our freedoms and safety as well
obtaining freedom for
oppressed peoples around the
globe - and ensuring that they
keep it
Despite what all the liberal-
minded students might think,
freedom is NOT free. What arc
all of you willing to sacrifice to
keep it? Anything?
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Bronco gymnasts to compete in NCAARegional Championship
Pa e 6 • The Arbiter
By Andrea Trujillo
TheArbiter------
The Boise State University
gymnastics team won the
Western . Gymnastics
Conference Championship
Saturday, posting a 195.65,the
Broncos' best road score of the
season. By winning the team
championship, Boise State
secured their position in the
upcoming- NCAA Regional
Championship, marking the
17th straight year the Broncos
have qualified.
BOIse State was picked to
finish third in the pre-season
coaches' poll,' so their
Conference Championship
came as a surprise to some. To
others who have believed in the
team's potential all season
long, such as Coach Sam
Sandmire, the win was any-
thing but a surprise.
"Sometimes you.have to be
perfect and sometimes you just
, have to go the distance to win.
Our team could have thrown in
the towel after beam but we
just kept slugging away. It took
a record performance on our
last event- but we did it,"
Sandmire said.
In addition to the team win.
Sandmire was recognized indi-
vidually as Conference Coach
of the Year, but said the award
is anything but an individual
accomplishment
"I consider it,'a 3-way tie
with my assistant coaches, Bill
Steinbach and Tina' Bird,"
Sandmire said.
The Broncos next move on
to the NCAA Regional
Championship, which will be
held Saturday, April 12, at the
University of Washington. The
Broncos are seeded fourth of,
six teams in the West Region
competition.
, Nebraska, ranked second
nationally enters the competi-
tion as the favorite, with a
Regional Qualifying Score of
197.585; l lth ranked
'Washington is next, with a
RQS of 196.715,slightly ahead
of 14th ranked Louisiana State
with aRQS of 196.485.
Boise State is ranked 36th
nationally, with a RQS of
195.285. Cal State Fullerton
and San Jose State round out
the group with national rank-
ings of 42nd and 45th respec-
tively. "
The top two teams from
each of the six regional cham-
pionships will advance to the
NCAA National
Championships, April 24-26,
at the University of Nebraska.
Wemple named WAC
\
Athlete 01 the Week
Robin Wemple, a member of
'the Boise State University
track and field team, has been
named this week's WAC
Women's Outdoor Track and
Field Athletic of the Week.
A sophomore from Victor,
Mont., Wemple earned the
award after setting a Bronco'
record this past Saturday in the
3,OOO-meter steeplechase.
Competing at the Stanford
Invitational in Palo Alto,
California, Wemple placed
second in the event with a time
of 10:30.98. The time is the
fastest' in the WAC so far dur-
ing this outdoor season, and
one of the top collegiate times
this outdoor season. Her time
breaks the previous Boise
State record of 10:32.85,
which Wemple set during last
year's outdoor season.
Vaughan to partici-
pate In EIPN's shoot-
out
Boise State senior Abby
Vaughan has been invited to
participate in this week's
Mountain Dew Slam Dunk / 3-
Point Shooting championships
this weekend at the Louisiana
Super Dome.
The competition will be held
at 6 p.m. tonight at the Alario
Center home of the NBA's
New Orleans Hornets in New
Orleans, La. The competition
will be broadcast twice on the
ESPN network this week. The
two hour special will first be
televised on ESPN2 starting at
8:30 p.m. Tonight and again
on ESPN Saturday afternoon,
atl p.m.
Women's tennis team
In action this weekend
Boise State Hosts Texas-EI
Paso, Utah State and Lewis
and Clark State in Barbara
Chandler Classic: The Broncos
will play conference opponent
UTEP and Utah State both
tomorrow afternoon.
These are the final regular sea-
son home matches for the
Broncos, who host the 2003
WAC Tennis Championships
April 25-27..
I
By Scott Fowler
Knight Ridder Newspapers -
Call this the Far-Fetched
Four.
If you had Marquette,
Kansas, Syracuse and Texas in
your office bracket, you don't
even have to watch the Final
Four semifinals Saturday night.
You won already.
For the rest of us, here's a
quartet hardly anyone saw
coming. And they are coming
hard, having knocked off three
No. I seeds and won their
regional finals this weekend by
an average of 10.5points.
All four No. I seeds entered
the weekend still eligible for
New Orleans. But only Texas
gets to sample Bourbon Street.
Supposed juggernauts
Kentucky, Arizona and
Oklahoma got upset during the
weekend, leaving this Final
Four as wide open as an inter-
state highway at 3 a.m.
It's also a weird Final Four
for folks with an ACC connec-
tion. For the past six years and
14 of the ,past 15 - until this
season - the ACC has placed a
team in the Final Four.
This year the league could-
n't even place a team into the
Elite Eight. The conference had
boasted at least one Elite Eight
team every year since 1980.
So is this a Forgettable Four
as well?
It is if you just care about
the ACC. After the national
championshipswon by Duke in
2001 and Maryland in 2002,
the trophy will leave the league
in 2003.
Duke and Maryland were
beaten in the Sweet 16, Wake
Forest flamed oat in the second
round and N.C. State was one
and done.
North Carolina has its tan-
gled connection to Kansas
coach Roy Williams - a con-
nection that might strengthen
dramatically - but that's it.
Clemson can only pine for Rick
Bames.
If you're a fan of college
basketball however, there's
great potential here,
These four teams are hardly
unknowns this season; Texas
was ranked No. 5 in the final
pre-tournament Associated
Press poll, followed by No. 6
Kansas, No. IIMarquette and
No. 12Syracuse.
They all boast at least one
dazzling player. Marquette's
Dwyane Wade produced a
spectacular triple-double
against Kentucky that led to an
83-69 win.
Kansas, a No. 2 seed, has a
pair of senior stars in center
Nick Collison and guard Kirk
Hinrich. Both played one won-
derful game and one dud in
Anaheim, Calif., and luckily
timed their bad games so they
didn't occur at the same time.
Hinrich hit for 28 points in
the only regional final that was
close, Kansas' 78-75 win over
Arizona.
Syracuse (like Marquette, a
No. 3 seed) boasts freshman
Carmelo Anthony, who scored
20 points as- the Orangemen
roughed up Oklahoma 63-47 in
the early game Sunday.
And Texas has point guard
TJ. Ford, who keyed the
Longhorns' 85-76 win over
Michigan State Sunday by
using a final gear faster than
high-speed Internet access.
Questions abound.
Will Williams win his first
national championship at
Kansas and then leave the state
in his rear-view mirror on his
way to either Chapel Hill or
Los Angeles to take another
job?
Will Barnes win a national
championship at Texas before
Mack Brown does?
'Can Syracuse's masterful 2-
3 zone defense stop Ford?
PhtltD cou~sy of KRT
The Kansas Jayhawks celebrate Final Four berth.
The team most likely to be there. Marquette beat Charlotte
adopted by America will be and then North Carolina in that
Marquette. one. McGuire cried, retired and
Marquette hasn't made the later became a beloved broad"
Final Four since 1977, when caster whose catchphrases
the late Al McGuire got it included the one now adopted
by this Marquette team:
"Holy Mackerel!"
For this Final Four, that
sums it up as well as anything, Delares, and Haynes
tarn MVP honors
Juniors Bryan Defares and
Aaron Haynes were named the
team's Co-Most Valuable
Players at the men's basketball
banquet Tuesday night.
Haynes and Defares finished
the season as the teams top two
scorers' with Ha.ynes scoring
427 points and Defares adding
411.
Haynes, a junior college trans-
fer from Sacramento City
College, averaged a team-best
14.7 points per game, includ-
ing 16.9 in conference games.
He shot 44.6 percent from the
floor, 47.3 in conference
games, led the, team in free
, throw shooting (76.1 percent),
and was second in rebounding
averaging 5.7 per game, 6.7 in
WAC games.
Defares, a three-year [etterman
at Boise State, finished the
season averaging 14.2 points
per game, while making 74.5
percent of his free throws. He
was second on the team in
assists with 90 and hit a pair of
game-winning shots during the
season. Other . team awards
were 'as follows: Hard Hat
Award (Top Rebounder)'-
Jason Ellis; Best Defensive
Player - joe Skiffer; Most
Improved Player - Josh Bates;
Jeff Foster Memorial Award
(Most Inspirational) - Adam
Donyes; Academic Award -
Scott Fraser-Dauphinee-
Nobody saw this
Final Four conring
r~
~
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for local businesses
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By Teresa Lo
Daily Texan
(U. Texas-Austin) ----
The University of Texas
men's basketball team's rise
to the Final Four has been a
profitable business for many
local and out-of-state com-
panies.
Tickets have already gone on
sale for this Saturday's
game, and businesses are
taking advantage of the,
event.
Representatives from Ticket
City, an event ticket mer-
chant, said tickets are being
sold at 'prices ranging from
$295 to $6;000. About 300
tickets had already been sold
late Monday evening, and
they expect that number to
more than double by the end
, of the week.
The NCAA allocated 4,500
-tickets to the University, all
of which are expected to be
. sold, said Mark Harrison,
.assistant athletic director.
But the University's athletic
department will not be mak-
ing a profit from those sales. !
"We have to buy the tickets
from the NCAA and sell
them at the same price to our
customers, so the UniverSity
doesn't make a profit from
it," Harrison said. "Ticket
prices range from $120 and
$140 up to $160, and they
are for both the Saturday and
Monday games."
But the athletic department
will make money from com-
peting in the tournament.
Each team in the Big 12 is
given $130,000 by the
NCAA for every game they
play in, and the University
will be given another
$130,000 for this Saturday's
game, Harrison said.
And although the University
Co-op is a nonprofit organi-
zation, it's one business that
will benefit from Final Four
,T-shirt and memorabilia
sales.
·"It won't make a consider-
able difference, but we do
expect to do good business,"
Co-op President George
Mitchell said.
The real money will come
after UT makes it to finals,
Mitchell said.
"We will give back to the
University in the same ways
that we always have,'
Mitchell said. "We will give
$75,000 to student organiza-
tions, and we fund' events
such as Texas Revue and 40 '
Acres Fest. It will just add
more [money] to it."
Mus't be 18+ vvl I.d. to enter
..... .,~.+-
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Knight sounds off on NCAAcommittee
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By Jan Hubbard
The Dallas Morning News ---
The long-running Broadway hit
"Les Miserables" is playing at the
Imperial Theater, which is only about
two basketball courts away from the
Marriott Marquis. On Monday, the
Marquis played host to the latest pro-
duction of The Bob Knight Show,
which was entertaining as long as you
weren't a member of the NCAA
Tournament selection committee, oth-
erwise known in Knight's world as
'~TheMiserables."
Texas Tech has won three games to
advance to the semifinals of the
National Invitation Tournament.
Knight did not suggest that the final
.four teams in the NIT were as good as
those in the Final Four, but he emphat-
ically made the point that the quality of
many teams participating in the NIT
was better than that of several NCAA
Tournament teams.
"There are 20 teams in the NIT. at
the minimum that can beat 20 teams in
. theNCAA," Knight said. "I don't think
anybody in basketball would ever dis-
. agree with that."
Knight was merely warming up. He
may have been in the heart of the the-
ater district, but his routine was more
David Letterman monologue than
Broadway. Knight knew his audience,
and he played to it, pointing out that
NCAA headquarters was once in
Kansas City and then moved to'
Indianapolis - neither of which, as
New York reporters on hand certainly
knew, is as sophisticated and urbane as
New York.
Fast pitch
softball
winds up lor
new season
By Tanya Dobson
The Arbiter ------
Kristen Salo had one desire
her freshman year at Boise
State. She wanted to play
softball. Not knowing what
the university had to offer, she
called the Rec Center for
information about Boise
State's fast-pitch club softball
team.
A year later, Salo is cur-
rently leading the team as co-
captain.
"It's (playing) one of those
things you don't want to quit
doing," Salo said,
The Boise State women's
fast-pitch team formed in the
spring of 2000, and has proven
to be an asset to Boise State
athletics. This is shown
through their hard work and
dedication to the sport to start
and develop the team.
"A bunch of players got
together and decided they
wanted to play ball and went
to ASBSU to get funding,"
senior co-captain Katie Dane
said.
Once approved as a club
sport by ASBSU, the team
began fundraising for addi-
tional support. Each member
also pays fees at the beginning
of the year and provides for
some of their own traveling
expenses, which differs from
varsity sports where players
have no fees.
These athletes play 'for the
love of the sport and hope that
one day fast-pitch softball will
be recognized on a varsity
level at Boise State.
"We're getting more com-
petitive every year and one
day hope to be a varsity
sport," Dane said.
So far this year, the team is
undefeated with 3-0 record.
In their double header,
Boise State crushed Walla
Walla 12-6 in the first game
and 5-4 in the second. All of
their home games are played
at Fort Boise, and they hold
practice at various fields due
to BOise State lacking a field'
of its own. Although the team
remains hopeful that someday
the field behind the Student
Union Buitding will be avail-
able for them to use.
The fast-pitch softball team
began practice at the end of
January, preparing for their
first game in $e middle of
March, with 17 players on the
team this year.
. The team will be traveling
the next few weeks and return
home to take on both Idaho
State and College of Southern
Idaho IApril 19 starting at 1
p.m. at FortBoise.
"We would really like the
fan support," Dane said. .
They will end their season
with a tournament at Skyview
High School in Nampa on ....
May 2 and 3;
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Bobby Knight in a typical tirade.
"For as .long as I have been in
coaching, I have never been for a com-
mittee selecting the NCAA
Tournament," Knight said.
"I think it should all be done elec-
tronically. I don't think anybody
should have an exemption. I think it
should be the first 64 teams picked (by
a computer). That's it. And then they
play according to their spots. And I've
always felt that way. But the way it's
set up now, it provides the NIT with
some really good basketball teams
every year."
"What the NIT committee has done
to sustain the tournament has just been
a tremendous help to college basketball
-this tournament and the preseason
NIT. I would have liked to see the
NCAA when the preseason NIT was
announced. Somebody sitting at a table
saying, .... Why didn't we think of
that?' They're always a step or two
behind the NIT people when it comes
to thinking about good things for bas-
ketball," he said.
Knight noted that even as the
NCAA increased the.number of teams
it invited, the NIT never backed down.
In 1978, the NCAA Tournament
consisted of 32 teams, and the NIT had
16. .
By 1980,'the NCAA had grown to
48 teams, but the NIT responded by
increasing its field to 32 teams.
"The NCAA has tried to eliminate
the NIT for 50 years," Knight said,
"and they're not smart enough to
understand that a bunch of people in
Kansas City can't outsmart people in
New York. They've never figured that
. out. Or Indianapolis, or wherever ...
"If you look at all the tournament
committees that have been together
over the years, there are a lot of people
that know nothing about basketball on
the committee. Rarely are there former
coaches. There are people on it that
have no basketball background at all."
Knight was congenial and coopera-
tive with the media, telling stories of
bringing his Army and Indiana teams
to the NIT and demonstrating his
knowledge of NIT history by inform-
ing reporters that the first champion
was Temple in 1938.
The opening act was well received,
and Knight still has a few more days in
town. Who knows? Before he leaves,
he may have time for a Top Ten list.
Members of the NCAA selection com-
mittee have to be looking forward to
that.
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o PRIVA TE DANCES
AVAILABLE
e 2.;.4-7 DANCES
ALL DA Y & NIGHTI
Q VIP SEA TING
...POOL' TABLES, DARTS
AND SATELLITE SPORTS·
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--Sundays-- .
5 For '$5 Driinks
. (Well, Wine & Draft)
_ 4pm-!jJpm
Sin Sundaus
Service IndListrv N1Qht
. $3 Shots All Night
, 9'pm til clDse
--Mondays-- .
Pool Tcu.:lIrnannerit
Cash Prize for 1st & 2nd Place
. $5 Domestic
$7 Micro Bre.vvPitchers
-- TUBsdays~- ,
Tequila Tuesdaus Are Back
.$2 Tequila & $3 Coronas
. --WBdnBsdays-'-
Get-Well Wednesdays·
. $2 Well Drinks
9pm til 12am
-- Thursdays--
Tropical Thursdays
- '$3 LDng Island Ice Tea
$3 Blue Hawaiian • $3 Mal Tal
$3 Sex Dn tha Baach • $3 Tequila Sunrisa
--Fridays &Saturdays--
$1..50 Shot Specials
Every HDuron the Hour
..Ydl.·..'..·aBo~T-.
208.42 ..... 229
. HOURS: 4PMf2AM' DAILY . '
Mu-.t b. 21or'old'.r;tc'.nter
ArbiterThe
is now hiring for the following
positions for next,.'
Fall '03 and Spring 'O~.
"! . '.' .,'
• Advertising Manager
• Assislan_ Ad. Ma__ager
• Account Executives
-Graphic. Designers
Som~positioDS'availa'i)le,with
internship credits and scholarships.
, . Apply Before
April 25tb
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Gene Harris Jazz Festival· kickS"oll today
By Justin Prescott
The Arbiter--"'-----
It's that time of year again.
The temperature is warming,
school is on the homestretch,
and great jazz will take over
Boise for three days.
Downtown Boise and the
Boise State campus will light
up for the 6th annual Gene
Harris Jazz Festival.
On April 3, 4 and 5, more
than 60 jazz artists will show
their wares to Boise audi-
ences.
On April 3, Club Night will
transform downtown Boise
into circa 1950's New York,
with live jazz at II venues all
within walking distance of
each other, giving Boiseans a
chance to go out, kick back
and chill -out to some cool
grooves.
New to club night this year
is the family friendly venue,
the Esther Simplot
Performing Acts Academy,
where the younger crowd can
enjoy good jazz in an alcohol
and smoke free environment.
Several other venues will also
allow children.
Friday night brings
jazz/blues vocalist Barbara
Morrison to the Boise State
Pavilion. For 26 years, she has
performed with the best of
them, from Louis Armstrong
to Etta James. She was also
the lead vocalist on the sound-
track for the movie The
Hurricane.
The Jeff Hamilton Trio,
known for Hamilton's unique
drumming style, is also on the
bill for Friday night. Hamilton
has played with jazz greats
such as Ray Brown and Oscar
Peterson.
Friday also includes two
local favorites. The Riverside
Jazz Orchestra, comprised of
some of the best Treasure
Valley musicians, brings their
big band flare to the Pavilion
stage and the Boise State Jazz
Ensemble, directed by Boise
State music professor Ritchard
Maynard, will join in the
The Dirty Dozen Brass Band from New Orleans.
festivities.
On April 5, the festival pre-
sents the Dirty Dozen Brass-
Band. Hailing from New
Orleans, their mix of tradition-
al brass band marches, funk,
R&B, bop, gospel and rock
promise to please just about
anybody who is a fan of
music.
Their most recent album is
Medicated Magic, their ninth
recording and a great example
of why they have played in
cities all over the world to
energetic, dance-crazed audi-
ences. They have also earned
five-star reviews in Downbeat
and Jazz Times.
Also performing on
Saturday night is the Frank
Potenza Quartet with Shelly
Berg on piano.
Potenza is a guitarist and
educator. He has released five
solo albums and toured and
recorded as part of the Gene
Harris Quartet from 1996 to
1999.
He is an associate professor
on the studio/jazz guitar facul-
ty at the Flora L. Thornton
School of Music, University
of Southern California.
Visual art is a new addition
to this year's festival. James
R. lafrati's jazz-inspired art
will be on display and for sale.
Photo courtesy of Gene Harris Jazz Festival
This internationally known
artist is also trained in music
and currently plays' with his
16-piece professional jazz big'
band, the James Jazz
Orchestra.
Iafrati's paintings
display 111 Austin,
Portland, Ore.,
Vancouver, Wash.
For something different
this year, in light of the slow-
ing economy, half-price tick-
ets will be available for laid-.
off workers.
All students with ID get
both nights for $10.
are on
Texas,
and
W.dn •• day, April 2, Kick Off Party
5·7 p.m. Boise Cenlre on the Groye .
Pertormers include the Boise Stote Big Bond ond more.
Thursday, April 3, Club Hight
5·11 p.m. downtown Boise
Th. Big Ea.y·
5·7 p.m. John Jones 8. the Semi·Tones
7 p.m. Jeff JOrVis trumpet quortet with Bobby Jones on argon
Bol'e Centre on the Grov.·
7-9 p.m. 36 String Swing
9·11 p.m. Bondo Brothers, Lotin jozz
bther Simplot Performing Art. Academy'
(no smoking, no olcohol)
5.7:30 p.m. Instrumentol winners from 2002 Festivol
7:30·10 p.m. Andy Mortin, trombone quartet
Blue. Bouquet·
5:30·7:30 p.m. Boise Blues All Stars
7:30·10:30 p.m. Michelle Wilson, blues vorolist
Ha' Penny Bridge
6·9 p.m. Bill CourtioljBrent Jensen Quartet
Bitter Creek Ale House'
5·7 p.m.Sendon Mayhew Trio
7·10 p.m. Billy Mitchell with Cherie Buckner
Ro.e Room'
7.10 p.m. Fronk Potenzo on guitar and Shelly Berg on piano
The Balcony Club
6:30·9:30 p.m. J~ff Homilton, drum trio
The Grove Hote"
6·8 p.m. Boise State VotOl Jozz
8·10 p.m. Fifth Avenue, votOl quartet
Gamekeeper lounge
5·8 p.m. Andy Nevala, piano trio
Egyptian Theater'
7-10 p.m. Paul Tillotson Trio
'Venues ollow listeners of all ages.
friday, April 4, Slngln' and Swlngln' Vocal
Jan Extravaganza
7 p.m. The Pavilion at Boise State
. Perlermers include Barbaro Morrison with The Jeff Hamilton Trio and the Riverside
Jozz Orchestra joined by Fifth Avenue. Also leotures Jeff Hamilton, Bobby Jones
and Mark Colby with the Boise State Big Bond and Boise Stote Vocal Jazz.
Student Clinics and Competition.
8 e.m, - 5 p.m. Boise Stote Student Union
Nearly 1,000 high school ond junior high school students ond vcrnl jazz choirs
will ollend this educationol opportunity.
Saturday, April 5, Gene'. Jan Party
7 p.m. The Pavilion at Boise State
Pertormers are the Dirty Dozen Brass Bond and the Frank Potenza Quartet with
Shelly Berg on piono.
Student. Clinics and Competitions
8 n.m, - 5 p.m. Boise Stote Student Union
Free and open to public.
The ticket is $32, and it includes admission to club night ond both headliners on
Fridoy and Saturday nights.
Tickets lor club night are $25 and include 01111 venues. Tickets lor Friday ond
Soturdoy range from $20 to $70.
.Boise Linle Theatre takes on Nurse Hatched
By Tammy Sands
TheArbiter -------
In a place where routine is
required and spontaneity is dis-
couraged, even a sane person
can. begin to lose his or her
mind.
Jeremiah Walker as Randle
McMurphy leaves the audience
wondering what he will do next
in Boise Little Theatre's pro-
duction of Dale Wasserman's
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest, from the novel by Ken
Kessey.
- This is the story of a criminal
who gets a sentence at a mental
institution rather than serving
time in a federal prison, and,
brings life back to several men-
tal patients who were dead at
heart before he created spon-
taneity and excitement in their
dull lives. .
Walker fascinates the audi-
ence with his humor and strong
language, playing a very pow-,.
erful McMurphy.
McMurphy's gambling
habits, attitude toward Nurse
Ratched (or "Rat Shit" as he
calls her, played by Nancy
Suiter) and raunchy language
awakens the zombie-like chron-
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Dream it. Do it. DisDev:
We're recruiting on campus!
Boise State Univ.
Tuesday, April 8, 2003
4:00 PM, Engineering Tech Bldg, Room 110
Mark your calendars - All majors and all college levels invited.
This isyour chance to go inside this world-famous resort,
build your resume, network with Disney leaders and
meet students from around the world.
Check out a Walt Disney World ~ COllegeProgram paid fnternship.
24-hour secured housing is offered.
College credit opportunities may be available.
VISit our website at wdwcollegeprogram.com
and then come to the presentation
Attendance is required to interview
~ totrEGEPROGRAM wdw"''',g,p",grnm.",m
EOE' Drawing Creallvl(y from Dlverslly • ODlsney
ics and gives meaning to their
lives, something the medical
staff could not do for 12 years.
In an attempt to free his fel-
low mental patients,
McMurphy gives up his own
chance of escape.
Ratched wins the battle with
McMurphy, subjecting him to
brain surgery that replaces his
spirit with a zombie, but she
docs not win the war. The fel-
low mental patients are forever
changed by Mclvlurphy's pres-
ence.
One actor in particular
stands out in this spectacular
supporting cast: Jonathan
Mansfield, who plays Billy
Bibbit, the suicidal mentally
retarded young boy who stutters
and wishes to please everyone,
especially his mother.
Mansfield put on a brilliant-
ly believable performance as
Bibbit and brought a great deal
of emotion to the stage, leaving
the audience with laughter as
well as tears.
Director Larry Dennis and
assistant director Wendy
Koeppl create an intriguing
comedy/drama with the help of
several talented actors and
crew.
.One Flew .Over the
Cuckoo's Nest is playing at
',Boise Little Theatre until
April 5 'at 8 p.n,tBoise Little
. Theatre is located at 100 E.
Fort St. Tickets arc $8.50 per
person. For more informs-
. tion, call 342-5104. .
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hit the scene in 1988 after her hard rock band,
Y Kant Tory Read, released their ill-fated
self-titled album, which sold a dismal 7,000
copies. She admits that her earlier work was
an Atlantic Records studio concoction. Amos
described the album as "Madonna and Kate
Bush in a head-on collision after eating bad
mushrooms."
Her 1991 debut as Tori Amos, Little
Earthquakes, was widely accepted by
American listeners after receiving rave
reviews in England, where it was first
released.
In 1992, she recorded Crucify, a five-song
album that showed her diverse nature as a
musician. The album included a haunting
cover of Nirvana's "Smells Like Teen Spirit"
and an ethereal version of Led Zeppelin's
"Thank You."
In the new millennium, Amos is just as
prolific as she was in the '90s, and her sound
matures with each new release - proving that
she can stand the test of time in America's
fickle music industry.
By James Patrick Kelly
The Arbiter ----------
Tumultuous songstress Tori Amos is
bringing her Steinway piano and company of
musicians to the Morrison Center Sunday
night.
Amos, who is currently on her "Scarlet's
Walk" tour, recently released her Epic
Records' debut and seventh studio effort after
a reported fallout with Atlantic Records.
Over the last decade, Amos' unique music
styling has garnered her an ardent following
of fans, called Toriphiles. Her piano-based
sound seems to constantly evolve - always
changing from album to album. She has two
platinum recordings, 1994's Under The Pink
and 1996's Boys For Pele.
In 2001, Amos released Strange Little
Girls, an eclectic album of covers, including
The Boomtown Rats' "I Don't Like
Mondays" and Neal Young's "Heart Of
Gold."
Amos, originally from Newton, N.C., first
Fhoto courtesy of Epic Records
(hed) Planet Earth lands in Boise
By Lauren Cons'uelo Tussing
The Arbiter ------
After multiple delays of (hed)
Planet Earth's latest offering,
Blackout, the band is in the midst
of their two month Jiigermeister
tour with co-headliners Saliva.
(Hed)pe will hit the stage at the
Big Easy this Sunday.
The album's release date was
pushed back from July to
October until its final release on
March 18, but the additional time
the band spent working on the
album .proved to be beneficial.
The title track, which is also the
album's first single, and other
key songs wouldn't have been
included on the album if it was
released on time, bassist Mawk
(Mark Young) said.
".I love it [Blackout], but I'm
in a fish bowl position where I've
been too involved and too close
to it for too long, so I don't know.
To me, it sounds great, but at the
same time I know it inside out. I
don't know how it would be to
hear that for the first time again.
So I don't know how it's going to
go over," Mawk said from
Panama City Beach, Fla., on the
album's release day.
"And also for some stupid
reason we got it in our heads that
the last album, Broke, was going
to be really successful and, in
terms of volume of sales, it was-
n't. So, we're a little more hum-
ble, I for sure am. So I'm trying
not to have any expectations of
today onwards," Mawk said.
Although the band's guitarist
Chad Benekos left the band soon
after Blackout was finished,
(hed)pe recruited former Snot
guitarist Sonny Mayo to take his
I'i:
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Film arid Video Festival
April 16-17 6 p.m .
. Special Events Center
Boise State University
.Filmmakers' submissions
wanted: .
Categories: Fiction and
Nonfiction
Maximum Length: 35
minutes
Entry Fees:
StudentslPublic $10
Pro/Semi Pro $30
Deadline: April 9
Mail Entries: ,
Boise State'University
Film and Video Festival
Department of
Communication
1910 University Drive
Boise, Idaho 83'Z25
Or Drop By:
TVTV
6225 Overland
343-1100
Or
Communication Building
711 TheaterDrive
Checkout Room #112.
Main Office #111
_Hours: 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
place. How does the new mem-
ber fit into the band?
"Like a glove, He brought the
band up a notch. He's a hardcore
player. The music's better,
onsta&e is better, and the positive
vibration he puts out helps me,"
said vocalist Jahred Shame in a
recent press release.
With the release of Blackout,
(hed)pe appears to be a band in
the midst of an evolution.
"I approached my songwrit-
ing from a song point-of-view
rather than 'how good does my
bass line sound.' So we really
made a conscious effort to be bet-
ter songwriters rather than being
self-indulgent because with
musicians it's really easy to be
self-indulgent," Mawk Said,
But Blackout already appears
to have some success in store for
(hed)pe. Rather than releasing
one single like their previous
album, the band is planning to
release several singles from
Blackout.
"The single that we've
released is doing really good so
far. It's getting a lot of airplay
and we're gettmg asked to do a
lot of radio shows around the
country, which we really didn't
get last time," Mawk said.
Although (hed)pe has
remained largely underground
since their inception in 1994,
they haveestabhshed a devoted
fan base along the way. The band
hasn't yet seen commercial suc-
cess, but they have endured a
music scene in which many
bands have fizzled out faster than
you can say one-hit wonder.
"We've never peaked yet.
We're still on the up and up,
which is pretty rare for a band
that's been touring for six years
in the modem world," Mawk
said.
QuiiIity Products. Experienced Artists
Huge Selection of BodyJewelry
Piercings -$20 + Jewelry
610 N. Orchard Sf- Boise 83706
Near Emerald - Next to Signs Now
WWW.imperialbodyart.com344-TATS
344-8287
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(hed)
Photo courtesy of Jive Records
OVER 200.JOBS
IN JUST ONE B'OOIH
* * * * *Stop in the' U.S. Army booth at the Boise Schools Career Fair for more than 200 opportunities, all with
guaranteed skill training. Find- out how you can qualify for college money and more Army benefits. And
check out over 200 ways to be AN ARMY 'OFONE.
> > LOCATION: the Boise Schools Career Fair
at the BSU Pavilion
> > DATE:Tuesday, April 8th
6 to 8 p.m.
> > CONTACT:Sergeant First Class David Blake
208-375-7009- '.
a
[CPmmJ).
ANARMYIF 01£
To place your free classified ad,.ca1l345.S204 ext. 119.or drop by the office located at 1605 UniversitylJrive (comer ofuh~ve:rsity &: Michigan)
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Mother & S-yr-old boy
girl twins wants to
escape the Ariz. sum-
mer Avail. to housesit
6/1-7/20 Wish to stay
at least 6 wks can care
for pets & plants can
provide Boise Refs Fee
neg. Call Stephanie
48Q..483-3288
Math, Chemistry or
German Tutoring,
$lo/hr, Call [en
424-8728
Interested in a Loan?
We can help consoli-
date all your bills. Call
us at 1-866-210-680.
Good or bad Credit
accepted.
Computer problems?
Trblshoot, upgrde,
purch. consult, virus
removal, Extremely
Low Cost!! Call Micah
@353-3975.
Are you a female ages
21-29? Northwest Egg
Donation is working
with a married couple
in need of an egg
donor: 5'1" - 5'9".dark
brown or black hair &
brown or blue exes,
must know family
health history. Would
you like to help this
couple's dream of a
family come true and
earn $3000+? For more
info contact Tiffany @
(208) 634-9774 or log
on to www.nwod.org
Are you a female ages
21-29? NWOD is
searching for egg
donors for specific
couples. Looking for
Asian, Indian, Middle
Eastern and Caucasian
blonde hair, blue eyes.
Would like to earn
$3000+? Log on to
www.nwod.org. or call
(208)643-9774
Old Basketball Cards 2
unopened bxs 90-91
Fleer 91-92 Upper
Deck. Find jordan,
Shaq $30 869-4828
MTX 12" Subwoofer,
w / 325 watt MTX
Amp, w / connections.
Call Andy at 939-8872
2Bd 12Ba Mobile Hm.
Close to BSU. Great for
student w / roommate!
Call Lee @658-1160
Queen Pillowtop
Mattress Set. Brand
,New-still in plastic.
Must sell $159. Can
deliver 866-7476
FIFTH and IDAHO
downtown bolH
76 VW Beetle runs
well, in primer $1500
286-9844
Italian leather couch
and loveseat. Brand
new still in plastic
Retail $2450 Sacrifice
$899 Call 888-1464
97 Saturn SL 4D, AC,
AM/FM Cass, 5spd
less than 90k $4500
aBO Call 463-4507
Nifty vacuum cleaner
12 amp Eureka
SmartVac canister
w / all tools, very light-
ly used $50 363-7047
Cherry Sleigh Bed.
Solid wood. New in
box. Value $850
Sacrifice $295 888-1464
2Br/lBa Mobile Home
Remodeled 14x70 Near
BSU. Owner will
finance, $1000 Down
383-3477
86 F250 4x4 460
w / new rear end drive-
line & brakes $5500
672-1417
Mattress Set, Full
SizeBrand new in pkg.
Sacrifice $99.
Call 866-7476
1985 Full size Ford
Bronco, $2000 aBO
See Dwight at the
Info Desk in the SUB!
98 Chevy, White, 2WD
Long Bed, Custom
Wheels, Loaded $8,000
Call 587-9396 ,,-
84 Honda XL 350
Induro $900 OBO
672-1417
Kayak $400, Brand
New Freestyle I3MX
$125, GT Avalanche
Mtn. Bike $600,
call 869-7940
Pvranha Kayak $225
Good Shape. Must sell.
422-9732
Snow tires for sale Size
17570R13 Wintermark
steel radials HT
w I rims $200 336-0953
84 BMW 325E $2000
aBO Sunroof, new
brakes, battery & tires.
Lv msg at 345-8697
Kayak $380 w / float
bags, paddles, other
gear, Gas grill $45 4
dining rm, chairs $40
869-4909
King size Pillowtop
mattress set Brand,
New-in bag. Must sell
$225 Can deliver
866-7476
Selling your
Home?
Want TOP dollar?
Get the facts in
this free report
www.findingyourdream.com
Sony Color Clie PDA
T615C Excellent Condo
$150 Comes w /leather
case & games.
389-5776
2000 Chev Trker, Auto,
4 WD, Alloy, AIC
C/O, PW PD, Cuise,
Low miles, $10995 obo,
429-8782
1996 Honda CR250
New plastic/ graphics
race ready $3000 aBO
850-3983
Bedroom set 5 piece
Cherry set Brand new
in box Retail $1450
Sacrifice $395 Call
888-1464
Scooter Yamaha Zuma MIF Roommate need-
YWSORonly 100m! edend of April. 3Br.
like new still has 1Ba. Hse. $290 + 1/3
warranty, blue $1200 ' Util. Call 422-9732
939-2922 .
....,-- ---. ,Spacious 3Bd 2 11 2
Bath TwnHse. NW
Boise $7951 mo. +
$250/Dep. Cornm.
Pool & 1 Car Garage,
345-8522Seeking Responsible
Roommate 3Br/lBa
Loft Apt w / W/D.
$275/mo + Util.
713-3749
Affordable
Furnished Housing
Off-Campus
,Starting at $295/mo.
Monthly Move in
Specials!
Includes all utilities, cable'
HBO, computer lab. Open 7
days a week.
336·8787
$8.00/hr
Paid training
For more info
call 658·4888
2 roommates needed
$188/mo + 1/4 util
WID incl 2 blocks
from SUB
Call 331-4514
2 Bed / 2 Bath Pix,
Near BSU. WID
Included, New Carpet .
and Paint! $550/mo.
Call 345-2900
Need a
Summer
Job?
Start Now
20-40 hrs/wk
Evenings
and
Weekends
Dreamweaver MX PT
help, $8/hr to update
our website. Contact
msnow@stritedr.com
MOVIE EXTRASI
MODELS NEEDED No
experience necessary!!
Earn up to $150-
450 I day!! Call
1-888-820-0164x989
100 workers needed
Assemble crafts, wood
items. Materials
provided. Up to $48O+wk
free info pkg. 24hr
801-428-4849
Horoscopes_----------------
By Linda C. Black
Tribu11e Media Services
Today's Birthday (April 3).
If you're so smart, why
aren't you rich? You can
be this year if you give it
some thought. Work
through an old barrier _
don't try to avoid it any
longer - and achieve abun-
dance.
To get the advantage, check
the day's rating: 10 is the
easiest day, 0 the most chal-
lenging.
Aries
(March 21-ApriI19)
- Today is an 8 - That check
you've been waiting for
could actually be in the mail,
and not a moment too soon.
Don't spend it all in one
place. Plan ahead.
Leo
(July 23-Aug. 22)
_Today is an 8 - An anchor,
you've been dragging is
about to be set free. You'll
have more energy soon.
Meanwhile, don't get
impetuous. Be patient.
, Virgo
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
- Today is a 7 - Your imagi-
nation isbeing unleashed.
Ideas will soon be abundant.
You don't have to act on
them all. Start with the
ones that look fun.
Taurus
(April 20-May 20)
- Today is a 7 - You don't
have to overpower your
opposition. Just outwait
him or her. One who's
been resistant is becoming
easier to convince.
Gemini
(May 21-June 21)
- Today is a 6 - There's
nothing to be gained by
hurrying. Move slowly
and avoid a big mistake.
Think carefully before you
speak, too.
Cancer
(June 22-July 22)
- Today is a 6 - Let people
,know that you expect to be
paid handsomely for all
your trouble. You've put
up with a lot lately. Insist
on fair compensation.
Libra
(Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
- Today is a 7 - Dig into
your hard-earned savings
for a household repair or
improvement. It's good to
patch the roof before the
rainy day.
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Dance under a
, pole
6 Preliminary
work
11" Loves You"
14 Bailiwicks
15Srl_
16 Blue
17 Atter-omner
speaker
19 Pub choice
20 Completely
21 CuI off
23 Oscar-nighl
wheels
24 H,S, course
26 Lawyer's org,
29 Self-sallsfaclion
34 Gate fastener
36 Urnp's cohort
37 Roast beef order
3B.Bronte
governess
39 Bonehead
41 Wildebeests
42 Spring shape
43 Call for help
44 Rib
'45 Malaysia'S
capital
49 Ave. crossers
50 Designer
Cassini
51 Asian sea
53 Floorboard
support
56 Enrolled
60 Plus
61 New York
64 Curling surface
65 Travel course
66 Eyes f1irtaliously
67 Poetic pasture
68 Fully lull
'69 Damp
DOWN
1 Not on time
2 Pressing need?
3 Carnivore meal
4 Pesto herb
5 Bird that lays a
3-1b. egg
6 Downl1i11 ski race
7 "Take It_'
(Eagles hit)
8 Blasting stuff
I} Island guitar
Solutions
04103103
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Scorpio
(Oct. 23-Nov.21}
- Today is a 6 - Your opin-
ion is important and can ~
help others reach a deci-
sion. You'll see something
they've missed, so speak
up even if you're not
asked.
Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
- Today is a 7 - If you
concentrate and get a diffi-
cult job done, you'll be
well rewarded. Give up an
outgrown fantasy to
achieve a realistic goal.
. Capricorn
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
- Today is a 7 - Keep your
money in your pocket and
in the bank. You and your
sweetheart feel better
knowing it's there. Rather
than splurging on a wild
night on tile town, have a
DILBERT
CAROL, THIS IS OUR
NEW GU'I , HARP.'I
MIDDLEPAP.T.
J
door
46 Modifies
47 Matched up
48 Encourage
52 Release
53 Hoosegow
, 54 As soon as
55 Suggestion
56 Plat division
57 Spanish painter
58 Western tribe
59 Irritating one
62 ExtinCt bird
63Pla~
. ~_'_ .._._'_~_:. _.,_,'_c., '----
60
64
67
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wild night 'at home.
Aquarius
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
- Today is a 6 - A person
who's been draggmg his
heels could finally get with
the program. 1£ you care-
fully work out what needs
e to be done, you'll find you
have more support.
Pisces
(Feb. 19-March 20)
- Today is a 7 - The longer'
you study the issues, the'
better your chances of
making a wise choice.
Don't limit your input.
Question everyone.
(c) 2003. TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC.
Distributed by Knight
Ridder ITribune
Information Services.
N~w Student Info
Center Needs Campus
Tour Guides $7/hr
min req. Soph w/2.5
gpa 426-1820
• Simple ,-Itt F'tt'
Broncoiobs...• H'··'·.·
Lookingfor
Jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities. or
Internships?
Free job-referral
service
~ ItnkWIl oplllm MilIk. No
CIlWIl1to<Nor& lilt """'I f1I1lIrlilitl
dmsrililil'lcpi<lly·G<lMlhIl<P"!M"
lhitwoill
Wildland Firefighters
Wanted Exciting
Outdoor Seasonal
Position No experience
needed-Training
provided Apply at
6000 Overland Rd.
Tues-Thur: 1-5pm Fri:
2-7pm Sat: 8am-1pm jE!nditl
Click BroDcoJobs
at http:// ,
career.bolsestate.cdu
!J
Students join the Idaho
Amy National Guard and
eam up to $200 or IIlOre
one weekend a IIlOIIth
+
you my be eligible for
$8.000 cash bonus
+
Educational Assistance
.$276 a lIOI1thG.I. Bill
$240 a year state
$1800 a year federal
call r.. Blagbum 863-3516
or Rick Si-.>os 841-0534
~.
CHiROPRACTIC.
Serving all your.
chiropractic needs ..
Call DrJim Trapp
at 389-BACK
Helping students:
and athletes with
back, neck ,and
relaxation therapy
walking distance from sub
'025l..i1ai'lA\e.Boise.[)B3~
"Askabout our BSU discount"
GigsDirect.com
Online Compo
Creating Network for
Musicians & Venues.
Looking for an Intern
seekingmarketing/ sales
experience. 801-879-6658
Bartender Trainees
Needed $250/ day
Potential, Local
Positions
1-800-293-3985 ext. 223
Advertise with the
Arbiter. Students get
free classified ad space.
Call 345-8204 ext.100
weu., FR~D... LOOJo:S LiJo:e we'lle.
GOiNG TO WAR!
...
til
\
I
I-
SHE'S PAP.ANOID
ABOUT NOT BEING
INVITED TO t'\EET-
INGS. CAN 'IOU
FIX HER?
..
!i
CAN I
TRADE
HER IN?
WOULD 'IOU
LIKE A LIAP.,
A MOP.ON,
OP. A
WHISTLER?
10 Astronomical
measure
11 Belgrade
resident
t2 Aperture
• 13 Wide· mouthed
pilcher
18 Short note
22 Come into view
24 Jazz singer
Laine
25 Knife handle
26 Smart guy?
27 louisiana
backwaler
28 Open courtyards
30 Spectrum
creator
31 Grandmothers.
to tots
32 Pie part
33 Toadies' replies
35. Orchestral
strings
39 _of Wight
40 Magician
Henning
44 Window over a
..
.!!
"
I DON'T APPP.OVE
OF 'lOUR HAIR-
ST'lLE. I FOR BID
'lOu. TO BE NEAR
M'I WORKSPACE.
SHE'S
NOT
GOOD
PEOPLE.
1\\E sEVENTlES
auto. THEY
\JANi -mE1R
HAIR Bl\CKl!
\\1I
